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Abstract 
Abhyankar, S.S. and ~. R. Ghorpade, Young tableaux and linear independence of standard 
monomials inmultimimws ofa multimatrix, Discrete Mathematics 96 (1991) 1-32. 
As a culmination of th~ efforts of the invariant heorists from Clebsch, Gordan, Young, to 
Rota, in 1972 Doublet-Rota-Stein proved the Straightening Law which says that the standard 
monomials inthe minors of a matrix X, which correspond to standard bitableaux, form a vector 
space basis of the polynomial ring K[X] in the indeterminate entries X over the coefficient field 
K. Now we may ask what happens to this when we consider 'higher dimensional' matrices by 
using cubical, 4-way . . . . .  q-way determinants which were already introduced by Cayley in 
1843. In the present paper we show that, for every q > 2, the standard monomials in the 
multiminors of the multimatrix X are linearly independent over K. In a forthcoming paper it 
will be shown that they do not span the polynomial ring K[X]. The proof of linear 
independence given in this paper also applies to the classical case of q = 2. 
1. Introduction 
A Young bitableau is a two-sided array of positive integers uch that each row 
is a bivector, i.e., a pair of strictly increasing sequences of positive integers of 
equal (finite) length. Such a bitableau is said to be standard if the lengths of the 
consecutive rows are non-increasing and the entrie= along each column are 
non-decreasing. 
These tableaux were first introduced by Young [10] at the turn of the last 
century and were resurrected l~y Rota [7] and others [6] during the last decade. 
Young mostly dealt with unitableaux, i.e., one-sided arrangements of the above 
type, and in a series of papers showed their significance for Invariant Theory and 
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for the Representation Theory of the Symmetric Group. The significance of 
bitableaux may be briefly described thus. Consider an re(l)  by m(2) matrix X 
whose entries Xq are independent indeterminates over a field K and let K[X] be 
the ring of polynomials in these m(1)m(2) indeterminates. A p by p minor of X 
can be represented by the row indices 1 ~< a(1, 1) < a(1, 2) < .  • • < a(1, p) ~< m(1) 
and the column indices 1 ~< a(2, 1) < a(2, 2) <-  • • < a(2, p) ~- m(2), and thus by 
the bivector a = a(k, i)l<_k~2, l~i~p bounded by m = (m(1), m(2)). A bitableau T 
bounded by m, i.e. a finite sequence of bivectors bounded by rn, can then be 
made to correspond to the product of the corresponding minors of X, i.e., to a 
certain monomial in the minors of X. This monomial is said to be standard if T is 
standard. 
We then have the following remarkable theorem. 
,~tandard Busis Theorem. The set of standard monomials in the minors of X, 
cc, rresponding to standard bitableavx bounded by m gives a K-vector-space-basis 
of K[X]. 
The above result which is originally due to Doubi let-Rota-Stein [7] and which 
is sometimes called the Straightening Law, has proved to be of much significance 
in some aspects of Invariant Theory and Algebraic Geometry. Indeed, it is now 
recognized as a key to the First and Second Fundamental Theorems of Invariant 
Theory [12]. The basis of standard monomials also has many nice properties 
which makes it a useful tool in the study of determinantal varieties, in particular 
Schubert subvarieties of Grassmanians and Flag manifolds [1, 3, 5, 9]. Several 
other proofs of the Standard Basis Theorem may be found in [1, 3, 5-6]. Now, as 
is pointed out in [1] and [3], the notion of a bitableau easily generalizes to that of 
a multitableau, i.e., to a tableau of any given 'width' q. Thus the unitableaux and 
bitableaux then just become tableaux of width 1 and 2 respectively. Once such a 
general setting is allowed, several questions naturally pose themselves. One such 
basic question is the following. 
Is there a natural way to associate, with a multitableau, something like a 
'monomial in minors', and if so then does the analogue of the Standard 
Basis Theorem continue to hold? 
Guided primarily by queries such as above, we consider in this paper a 
multimatrix X of any dimension q and size m = (re(l), m(2) . . . . .  re(q)), i.e., a 
higher dimensional matrix 
X = (Sr (1 )  ...... (q))l<-r(k)<-m(k) for k=l ,  2 . . . . .  q 
whose entries constitute a system of m(1)m(2) • • - re(q) independent indetermin- 
ates over a field K, and by K[X] we denote the ring of polynomials in these 
indeterminates. Now we consider the multiminors of X and we show that to a 
multitableau bounded by m, there corresponds a monomial in the multiminors of 
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X and we show that the set of monomials in th ~ multiminors of X corresponding 
to standard multitableaux is linearly independent over K. The idea of a higher 
dimensional determinant is abstracted here in the form cf a 'determinantish map'. 
It may be noted that the concept of a higeer dimensional determinant was 
initiated by Cayley [4], and later studied by Scott [17], Rice [16] and others. It 
may also be noted that the var,_'ous definitions of higher dimensional deter- 
minants, say as summarized in Muir-Metzler [14] are particular cases of 
determinantish maps. These higher dimensional determinants have variously been 
called p-way determinants or determinants of higher class etc.; in their three 
dimensional incarnation they have also been called cubic determinants. At any 
rate, it turns out that the multitableau or tableau of higher width introduced in [1] 
and [3] is the right vehicle for studying higher dimensional determinants; it may 
be noted that [1] is a precursor of [3] whereas [2] provides a summary, of [3]. 
In addition to 'expansions of determinants', ome significant ingredients in our 
proof of linear independence are the concept of lexicographic extension of partial 
order~ and the notion of height in a partially ordered set which enables us to 
make inductive arguments. Moreover, we directly work with the given tableau 
and so avoid passing to a 'unified' unitableau which may be obtained by 
augmenting the given matrix by an anti-identity matrix etc. Consequently the 
proof of linear independence given here may perhaps be simpler, or more 
transparent, than the known proofs in the case of bitableaux. 
At this point, it may be of interest o note that in spite of linear independence. 
the answer to the second part of the above question is shown to be negative by 
the junior author [19]. Nevertheless, one may expect the general notion of 
a multitableau to be quite significant in various aspects of algebra and 
combinatorics. 
In Section 2, after collecting relevant notation and terminology, we define a 
certain partial order on sequences of standard tableaux and prove a number of 
lemmas about it of a purely combinatorial nature. In Section 3, after reviewing 
some algebraic preliminaries, we give the definition of a determinantish map and 
prove some lemmas about monomials in multiminors corresponding to tableaux 
of any given width. Combining the results of Section 2 and 3, we prove the linear 
independence of standard monomials at the end of Section 3. A brief review of 
some results from [3] is given in Section 4. This is done in order to enable us to 
include some new arrangements of the proof of the Standard Basis Theorem and 
effectively formulate a question at the end of Section 4. 
2. Partial order 
After fixing some notation in Section 2.1, in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 we shall recall 
some relevant definitions from [3]. Then in Section 2.4 we shall introduce a 
certain partially ordered set of sequences of standard tableaux, and in Sections 
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2.5-2.10 we shall prove ~ome properties of this set. The notation and terminology 
used in Sections 2.1-2.6 will be used in the rest of this paper. 
Z 1 Notation 
Throughout his paper let there be fixed a positive integer q and a q-tuple 
m = (m(1), m(2) . . . .  , re(q)) of positive integers m(1), m(2) . . . . .  m(q). Also, 
as usual by Z we shall denote the set of all integers, and by ~ (resp. ~*) we shall 
denote the set of all nonnegative (resp. positive) integers, and, for any i and j in 
Z, by [i,j] we shall denote the set {k e Z: i<~k <~j}, and, for any set Y, by 
card(Y) we shall denote the cardinality of Y. 
2.2 Multivectors and tableaux 
Given any p ~ ~, by a premultivector of width q and length p we mean a 
multisequence a = a(k, i ) l~k~q ' l~ i~p with a(k, i )e  L and we put len(a)=p,  and 
for each k e [1, q] we define the subset sim[a](k) of Z by putting sim[a](k)= 
{a(k, i): i e [1, p]} where we note that sim is mea~at to suggest semi-image, and 
we define a~m to mean that a(k, i )~m(k)  for ail ke [1 ,  q] and i e [1, p], and 
we express this by saying that a is bounded by m, and we say that a is positive to 
mean that a(k, i) > 0 for all k e [1, q] and i e [1, p], and finally we say li:hat a is a 
multivector to mean that a is positive and a(k, i) < a(k, i + 1~ for all k ~e ~1, q] and 
i e [1, p -  1]. By a premultivector (resp. multivector) of width q We mean a 
premultivector ( esp. multivector) of width q and length p for some p e ~. By 
pre(q) (resp. popre(q), vec(q)) we denote the set of all prem~dtivectors ( esp. 
positive premultivectors, multivectors) of width q, and by pro(q, m) (resp. 
popre(q, m), vec(q, m)) we denote the set of all those members of pre(q) (resp. 
popre(q), vec(q)) which are bounded by m, and given any p e t~, by pre(q, m, p) 
(resp. popre(q, m, p), vec(q, m, p)) we denote the set of all those members of 
pre(q, m) (resp. popre(q, m), vec(q, m)) whose length is p. For any a and a' in 
pre(q) we define a' ~ a to mean that len(a') >/len(a) and a'(k, i) ~ a(k, i) for all 
k e [1, q] and i ~ [1, len(a)], and we note that this makes pre(q) into a partially 
ordered set. 
Given any d e ~, by a pretableau of width q and depth d we mean a sequence 
T = T[eh~e~ d with T[e] ~ pke(q), and we put dep(T) = d, and we define the area 
of T by putting 
are(T) = len(T[1]) + len(T[2i) +- - .  + len(T[d]), 
and we define T ~ m to mean that T[e] ~ m for all e e [1, d] and we express this 
by saying that T is bounded by m, and we say that T is positive to mean that T[e] 
is positive for all e e [1, d], and, given any p e ~ and a e pre(q, m, p), we define 
a ~< T to mean that a ~ T[e] for all e e [1, d] and we express this by saying that T 
is predominated by a. By a pretableau of widrh q we mean a pretableau of width q 
and depth d for some de~.  By a tableau of width q we mean a positive 
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pretableau T of width q such that T[e] • vec(q) for all e • [1, dep(T)], and we say 
that T is standard to m~an that Tie] <~ T[e + 1] for all e • [1, dep(T) - 1], and 
len(T[e]) > 0 for all e • [1, dep(T)]. By pab(q) (resp. popab(q), tab(q), stab(q)) 
we denote the set of all pretableaux (resp. positive pretableaux, tableaux, 
standard tableaux) of width q, and by pab(q, m) (resp. popab(q, m), tab(q, m), 
stab(q, m)) we denote the set of all those members of pab(q) (resp. popab(q), 
tab(q), stab(q)) which are bounded by m, and given any V • N, by pib(q, m, V) 
(resp. popib(q, m, V), tib(q, m, V), stib(q, m, V)) we denote the set of all those 
members of pab(q, m) (resp. popab(q, m), tab(q, m), stab(q, m)) whose area is 
V, and given any p•N and a•pre(q ,m,p) ,  by pab(q, m, p, a) (resp. 
popab(q, m, p, a), tab(q, m, p, a), stab(q, m, p, a)) we denote the set of all those 
members of pab(q, m) (resp. popab(q, m) tab(q, m), stab(q, m)) which are 
predominated by a, and finally, given any p • N and a • pre(q, m, p) and V • ~, 
by pab(q, m, p, a, V) (resp. popab(q, m, p, a, V), tab(q, m, p, a, V) 
stab(q, m, p, a, V,)) we denote the set of all those members of pab(q, m, p, a) 
(resp. popab(q, m, p, a), tab(q, m, p, a), stab(q, m, p, a)) whose area is V. 
Given any T and T' in pab(q) we define T' ~< T to mean that dep(T') ~< dep(T) 
and either for all e• [1 ,  dep(T')] we have T'[e]= T[e] or for some e•  
[1, dep(T')] we have T'[e] < T[e] and T'[e'] = T[e'] for all e' • [1, e - 1], and we 
note that this gives a partial order on pab(q) which may be called the 
lexicographic extension to pab(q) of the above partial order on pre(q). 
By a bivector (resp. univector) we mean a multivector of width 2 (resp. 1). By a 
bitableau (resp. unitableau) we mean a tableau of width 2 (resp. 1). 
2.3 Height 
Given any finite partially ordered set Y, for every T • Y we introduce the 
height of T in Y which we denote by hit(T, Y) and which we define by saying that 
hit(T, Y) is the unique member of N such that there exists a sequence 
So<S1 <""  < Shit(r,r) = T 
in Y but there does not exist any sequence 
S 0 < S 1 <"  " " < Sl+hit(T,y) = T 
in Y. 
2. 4 Sequential tableaux 
Given any V e N, by a sequential tableau of type (q, m, V) we mean a sequence 
T=(T1, T2 . . . . .  Tu) where u E N* and T1, T2 . . . . .  ~ru are pairwise distinct 
elements of stib(q, m, V), and by siq(q, m, V) we denote the set of all sequential 
tableaux of type (q, m, V), and given any o,~'er member T' = (T~, T~ . . . . .  T',) 
of siq(q, m, V) we define T' ~< T to mean that u' ~< u and there exist integers 
1 <~ b(1) < b(2) <- . .  < b(u') ~ u such that T" <~ Tbti) for 1 <~ i ~< u', and we note 
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that this makes siq(q, m, V)  into a partially ordered set. We shall apply the 
concept of height to siq(q, m, ~'), and so we record the following lemma which 
may be used tacitly. 
Lemma 2.4.1. siq(q, rn, V) is a finite set. 
Proof. It suffices to note that 
and 
and 
and 
q 
card(vec(q, m))~< I-I 2re(k) 
k=l  
stib(a, rn, V) c {T ~ tab(q, m): dep(T) ~< V} 
V 
card({T e tab(q, m): dep(T) ~< V}) ~< ~ r i 
i=O 
where r = card(vec(q, m)) 
card(siq(q, m, V)) <- ~ r i where r = card(st ib(q, m, V) )  
i=0  
where the last two inequalities hold because the number of sequences of length i 
from a set of r elements is ~<r i. [] 
As another !emma which may be used tacitly we note the following. 
Lemma 2.4.2. I f  V in N and T = (1"1, T2 . . . . .  T,) in siq(q, m, V)  are such that 
hit(T, siq(q, m, V))  = O, then we must have u = 1. 
Proof. If u>l  then upon taking T'1=T~ for some wc[1 ,  u] we would get 
T' = (T~) in siq(q, m, V) with T' < T. [] 
2. 5 Canonical tableaux 
By a canonical tableau of type (q, m)  we mean a member T of stab(q, m) such 
that T[e](k, i) = i for all e e [1, dep(T)] and k e [1, q] and i e [1, len(T[,-])], and 
by can(q, m) we denote the set of all canonical tableaux of type (q, m). 
Concerning this notion we note the following. 
Lemma 2.5.1. Let there be given any elements Ti, 7"2 . . . . .  T, in can(q, m) with 
u ~ ~*, such that for  some w'4=w* in [1, u] we have T~,4= Tw.. For every 
i ~ [1, m(1)] and w ~ [1, u] let 
t(i, w) = {e e [1, dep(T,v)]: i ~ sim[T~[e]](1)} 
and for  every i ~ [1, m(1)] let 
t(i) = max{card(t(/, w)): w e [i, u]} 
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and 
uS(i) = card({w ~ [1, u]: card(t(/, w)) = t(i)}). 
Then there exists a unique j ~ [1, m(1)] such that u'(i) = u for all i E [1, j - 1], and 
u'(j) ~ [1, u - 11. 
Proof. If there did not exist any such j then we would have u'(i)= u for all 
i e  [1, re(l)] and because Tl, T2 , . . . ,  T, are canonical, this would imply that 
TI = Tz . . . . .  T, which would be a contradiction. [] 
2. 6 Switching function 
For converting a noncanonical tableau into a canonical one, we introduce a 
'switching function' thus. 
Given any k in [1, q] and i 4:j in [1, m(k)], firstly for every T in pab(q, m) we 
put 
A(T, i, j, k) = {e ~ [1, dep(T)]: i ~ sim[T[ell(k) and j ~ sim[T[el](k)} 
and 
IT[e](k', i') 
T[e](k', i') 
T'[el(k', i')=, T[el(k', i') 
J 
Here swi[ ] is meant to 
B(T, i, j, k) = [1, dep(T)]\A(T, i, j, k) 
and secondly we define the map 
swi[q, m, i, j, k]: pab(q, m)--> pab(q, m) 
by saying that for every T e pab(q, m), upon letting T' = swi[q, m, i, j, k](T), we 
have that T' is the unique member of pab(q, m) for which dep(T')  = dep(T) and 
if k '  ~ [1, q] \{k} and e e [1, dep(T)] 
and i 'e  [1, len(T[e])], 
if k'  = k and e e B(T, i, j, k) and 
i' e [1, len(T[e])], 
if k '  = k and e e A(T, i, j, k) and 
i' e [1, len(T[e])] and T[e](k, r) 4: i, 
if k'  = k and e e A(T, i, j, k) and 
i' e [1, len(T[e])] and T[e](k, i') = i. 
suggest switching function. 
Z 7 Noncanonical tableaux 
To measure how far a tableau is canonical, given any T e pab(q, m) and 
k e [1, q], firstly for every i e [1, m(k)] we put 
E(T, k, i) = {e ~ [1, dep(T)]: i ~ sim[T[e]l(k) and [1, i] q~ si~[T[el](k)} 
and 
J(T, k, i) = {j e [1, i - i]: [j, i - 1] N sim[T[e]l(k) = ¢ for all e e E(T, k, i)} 
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and secondly we put 
I(T, k) = {i e [1, m(k)l: E(T, k, i) ~}  
and thirdly for every i e [1, m(k)] and e e [1, dep(T)] we put 
I*(T, k, i, e) = [1, i - 1] fq sim[T[e]](k) 
and 
J*(T, k, i, e) = {1 
+ max(l*(T, k, i, e)) 
1 
Now the following lemma is obvious. 
if I*(T, k, i, e)-~ 0, 
if I*(T, k, i, e) = O. 
Lemma 2.7.1. Given any T E stab(q, m) we have that T ~ can(q, m) iff l(T, k) = 
0 for all k ~ [1, ql. 
Next we prove the following. 
Lemma 2.7.2. I f  T e tab(q, m) and k ~ [1, q] and e e [1, dep(T)] are such that 
I(T, k):/=O and such that upon letting i = min(l(T, k)) we have I*(T, k, i, e )~0,  
then upon letting i* = max(l*(T, k, i, e)) we have I*(T, k, i, e) = [1, i*], and 
len(T[e]) >~ i*, and T[e](k, i') = i' for all i' ~ [1, i*]. 
Proof. If [1, i*] q~ sim[T[e]](k) then we would have i* e I(T, k) and that would 
contradict the minimality of i; therefore [1, i*]csim[T[e]](k) and hence 
I*(T, k, i, e) = [1, i*]; consequently, because T e tab(q, m), we must have 
len(T[e])/> i*, and T[e](k, i') = i' for all i' e [1, i*]. [] 
By Lemma 2.7.2 we get the following. 
Lemma 2.7,3. / f  T e tab(q, m) and k ~ [1, q] and e ~ [1, dep(T)] are such that 
I( T, k) q~ ~) and such that upon letting i = min(l(T, k)) we have e e E( T, k, i), then 
upon letting j* =J*(T,  k, i, e) we have [/*, i -  1]Nsim[T[e]](k)=0, and 
len(T[e]) ~>/* e [1, i - 1], and T[e](k,/*) = i, and T[e](k, i') = i' for all i' e 
[1, j* - 11. 
By Lemma 2.7.3 we get the following. 
Lemma 2.7,4. / f  T ~ tab(q, m) and k ~ [1, q] are such that I(T, k) =/: ~, then upon 
letting i = min(l(T, k)) we have J(T, k, i):/:0 and upon letting j '  = min(J(T, k, i)) 
we have J(T, k, i) = [j', i - 1]. 
Next we prove the following lemma. 
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Lemma 2.7.5. I f  T ~ stab(q, m) and k ~ [1, q] and e ~ [1, dep(T)] are such that 
I(T, k) ~ 0 and such that upon letting i = min(l(T, k)) we have e' < e ~ E(T, k, i) 
for some e' ~ E(T, k, i), then {i, j} n sim[T[e]](k) = O for all j eJ(T, k, i). 
Proof. Upon letting j* =J*(T, k, i, e'), by Lemma 2.7.3 we see that j* ~ [1, i - 1] 
and len(T[e']) ~>j* and T[e'](k, j*) = i and T[e'l(k, i') = i' for all i' ~ [1, j* - !]; 
it follows that, given any j e J (T ,k , i ) ,  we have l<~j*<~j<i. Now if j¢  
sim[T[e]](k) then clearly je l * (T ,k , i ,e ) - - / :O  and upon letting i *= 
max(l*(T, k, i, e)) we would have j *e  [1, i*] and hence by Lemma 2.7.2 we 
would get T[e](k, j * )= j*  and consequently we would get T[e'](k, j * )= i > j*= 
T[e](k,]*) which would contradict the standardness of T. Therefore we must 
have j ~ sim[T[e]](k); consequently, because j ~ [1, i - 1] and e $ E(T,  k, i), we 
must also have i ~ sim[T[e]](k). Thus {i, j} n sim[T[e]](k) = O. [] 
Finally we prove Lemma 2.7.6. 
Lemma 2.7.6. f f  T ~ stab(q, m) and k ~ [1, q] and e ~ [2, dep(T)] are such that 
I ( T, k) ~ 0 and such that upon letting i = min(I(T, k)) we have e e E ( T, k, i ), then 
upon letting j* =J*(T, k, i, e) we have len(T[e])>~j * and T[e](k, j * )= i ,  and 
either e - 1 e E(T, k, i) and T[e - 1](k, j*) = i, or T[e - 1](k, j*) =j*  <~j for all 
j ~ J(r,  k, i). 
Proof. Upon letting j* = J*(T, k, i, e), by Lemma 2.7.3 we see that len(T[e])~> 
j*e[1 ,  i -1 ]  and T[e](k , j* )=i  and T[e] (k , i ' )= i '  for all i '¢[1,  j * - l ] ;  it 
follows that, given any j ~ J(T~ k, i), we have 1 <~j* ~<] < i; since T is standard we 
also see that len(T[e - 1]) ~>j* and T[e - 1](k, j*) <~ i. Now if T[e - 1](k, j*) = i 
then clearly e - 1 ~ E(T, k, i), and in view of Lemma 2.7.2 we also see that if 
T[e - 1](k, ]*) ~ i then Tie - 1](k,j*) = j* <~j. [] 
2. 8 Modified switching function 
For proving some properties of the switching function we introduce a 'modified 
switching function' thus. Given any k in [1, q] and i q=j in [1, re(k)] and d in ~*, 
firstly we let 
preswi(q, m, i,j, k, d )= {T ~ pre(q, m): card(A(T, i,j, k)) ~> d} 
and secondly for every T ~ preswi(q, m, i, j, k, d) we put 
~i(T, i, j, k, d) = the unique member of A(T, i, ], k) such that 
card(A(T, i, j, k) n [/{(r, i, j, k, d), dep(T)]) = d 
and 
and 
A(T, i, j, k, d) =A(  T, i,j, k ) A [A( T, i, j, k, d), dep(r)]  
B(T, i, j, k, d) = [1, dep(T)] \A(T,  i, j, k, d) 
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and thirdly we let 
moswi(q, m, i, j, k, d) 
= {T e preswi(q, m, i, j, k, d): {i, j} f'l sim[T[e]](k) -- 0 for all 
ee[7t(T, i,j, k, d), dep(T)]\A(T, i,j, k)}. 
Now clearly there exists a unique map 
moswi[q, m, i, j, k, d] : moswi(q, m, i, j, k, d)--> moswi(q, m, i, j, k, d) 
such that for every T e moswi(q, m, i, j, k, d), upon letting T' = 
moswi[q, m, i, j, k, d](T), we have that T' is the unique member of pab(q, m) for 
which dep(T') = dep(T) and 
( T[e](k', i') if k' e [1, q]\{k} and e e [1, dep(T)] 
and i' e [1, len(T[e])], 
T[e](k', i )  if k' = k and e e B(T, i, j, k, d) and 
i' e [1, len(T[e])], 
T'[e](k', i') =. T[e](k', i') if k' = k and e e A(T, i, j, k, d) and 
i' e [1, len(T[e])] and T[e](k, i') --/:i, 
j if k' = k and e ~ A(T, i, j, k, d) and 
i' e [1, len(T[e])] and T[e](k, r )  = i. 
Here preswi(),  moswi() ,  and rnoswi[ ] are meant to suggest preswitchable 
pretableaux, modified switchable tableaux, and modified switching function 
respectively. Now for all T e moswi(q, m, i, j, k, d) and T ~ moswi(q, m, i, j, k, d) 
we clearly have 
moswi[q, m, i, j, k, d](moswi[q, m, i, j, k, d](T)) = T 
and 
moswi[q, m, i, j, k, d](moswi[q, m, i, j, k, d](T)) = ~P 
and therefore we get the following. 
Lemma 2.8.1. For all T ~ T in moswi(q, m, i, j, k, d) we have 
moswi[q, m, i, j, k, d](T) =/= moswi[q, m, i, j, k, d](T). 
Lemma 2.8.2. For all T in moswi(q, m, i, j, k, d) we have 
are(moswi[q, m, i, j, k, d](T)) = are(T) 
and 
dep(moswi[q, m, i, j, k, d](T)) = dep(T) 
and moreover, for every e ~ [1, dep(T)], we also have 
len(moswi[q, m, i, j, k, d](T)[e]) = len(T[el). 
Again clearly we have the following two lemmas. 
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Lemma 2.8.3. I f  j < i then for all T in moswi(q, m, i, j, k, d) we have 
moswi[q, m, i, j, k, d](T) < T. 
Lemma 2.8.4. I f  j < i and T ~ tab(q) O moswi(q, m, i, j, k, d) is such that [j, i - 
1] O sim[T[e]](k) = 0 for all e ~ A(T,  i, j, k, d), then moswi[q, m, i, j, k, d](T) 
tab(q). 
2. 9 Switching of a standard tableau 
To apply the switching function to 
following. 
a standard tableau, we now prove the 
Lerama 2.9.1. Let A, E, J, I and moswi be as in Sections 2.6-2.8, and let there be 
given any T ~ stab(q, m) and k e [1, q] sucl~ ,,t~t I( T, k) ~ O. Then, upon letting 
i = min(l(T, k)) and d = card(E(T, k, i)) and u~on taking any j e J (T,  k, i), we 
have 
and 
and 
i e [1, re(k)] andj  ~ [1, i - 1] and d ~ ~* 
A(T, i, j, k, d )=A(T ,  i, j, k )= E(T, k, i) 
T e moswi(q, m, i, j, k, d) and moswi[q, m, i, j, k, d](T) a stab(q, m). 
[Note that by Lemma 2.7.4 we have J(T, k, i )~J . ]  
Proof. In view of Lemma 2.7.4 we see that i e [1, m(k)] and j e [1, i - 1] and 
d e I~*, and by Lemmas 2.7.2-2.7.5 we see that 
A(T, i,j, k, d )=A(T ,  i,j, k )=E(T ,  k, i) 
and T e moswi(q, m, i, j, k, d) and 
[j, i - 1] n sim[T[e]](k) = ~ for  all e e A(T, i, j, k, d). 
Now upon letting T' = moswi[q, m, i, j, k, d](T), by Lemmas 2.8.2 and 2.8.4 we 
get T' e tab(q, m) and dep(T ' )=dep(T) .  Therefore, for proving that T 'e  
stab(q, m), it suffices to show that for every e e [2, dep(T)] we have T'[e - 1] <~ 
T'[e]. Now if e ~ A(T, i, j, k, d) then clearly T'[e - 1] ~ T[e - 1] ~< Tie] = T'[e] 
and hence T'[e-1]<-T'[e] .  On the other hand if eEA(T , i , j , k ,d )  then 
e e E(T, k, i) and hence by Lemma 2.7.6 we see that T'[e - 1] ~< T'[e]. [] 
2.10 Switching of a sequential tableau 
To apply the switching function to a sequential tableau, let there be given 
any V in [~ and T=(T~,T2 . . . . .  T~) in s iq(q,m,V) such that 
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{T1, T2 . . . . .  Tu} ~ can(q, m). Let A, E, J, /, I* and moswi be as in Sections 
2.6-2.8. Now by Lemma 2.7.1 there exists a unique k • [1, q] such that upon 
letting W = {w • [1, u]: I(Tw, k) =# 0} we have W :/: 0 and l(Tw, k')  = 0 for all 
k' • [1, k - 1] and w • [1, u]. We get a unique i • [1, re(k)] by putting 
i=min(wUwl(Tw, k) ) 
and we get a unique d e ~* by putting 
d = max{card(E(Tw, k i)): w • W} 
and we get a unique u' • [1, u] together with a sequence of integers 1 ~< b(1) < 
b(2) <. . .  < b(u') <~ u such that 
{b(1), b(2) . . . . .  b(u')) = {b • W: card(E(Tb, k, i)) = d). 
Now clearly 
for all w • [1, u'] we have min(l(Tb(w), k)) = i and card( E( Tb(~), k, i)) = d 
By Lemma 2.7.4 we see that 
f~l J(Tb(w), k, i) :/: 0 
we[1,u'] 
and upon taking any 
j• ~ J(rb(w), k, i) 
w~D,u'] 
we have j • [1, i - 1]. Now by Lemma 2.9.1 we see that 
[for all w•[1 ,  u'] we have A(Tb(~,), i,j, k, d)=A(Tb(~), i,j, k)=E(Tb(w), i,j, k) 
tanu ~b(~)e moswltq, m, t, 1, t~, u) itllu mo~w~tq, m, i,/, k, d](Tb(w))• stlb(q, m, V) 
and hence 
{b(1), b(2) . . . . .  b(u'))  = {w • [1, u]: card(A(Tw, i, j, k)) = d} 
and 
for all w • [1, u'] we have swi[q, m, i, j, k](Tb(w)) 
= moswi[q, m, i, j, k, dl(Tb(~)). 
Finally, upon letting 
T" = moswi[q, m, i, j, k, d](Tb(~,)) for all w • [1, u'] 
by Lemma 2.8.1 we see that T'~, T~ . . . . .  T',, are pairwise distinct and by Lemma 
2.8.3 we see that 
T" < Tb(w) for all w • [1, u']. 
Some of what we have just proved may be stated in the following. 
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Lemma 2.10.1. Let there be given any V in ~, and let there be given any 
T -- (T~, T2 . . . . .  Tu) in siq(q, m, V) such that {T1, T2 . . . . .  Tu} ~ can(q, m). 
Then there exists k ~ [1, q] and i ~ [1, re(k)] and j ~ [1, i - 1] and d e ~* such that 
d = max{card(A(Tw, i, j, k)): w e [1, u]} 
and such that upon letting 
u' = card({w e [1, u]: card(A(Tw, i, j, k)) = d}) 
we have u' e [1, u] and upon letting 1 ~< b(1) < b(2) < .  • • < b(u') <~ u to be the 
unique sequence of integers for which 
{b(1), b(2) . . . . .  b(u')} = {w e [1, u]: card(A(Tw, i, j, k)) -- d} 
and upon letting 
T" = swi[q, m, ~, j, k](Tbtw)) for all w ¢ [1, u'] 
we have that T'I, T~, . . . , T'u,, are pairwise distinct elements of  stib(q, m, V) and 
T '< Tbtw) for all w ~[1, u'], and hence in particular, upon letting T '= 
(T~, T~, . . . ,  T',) we have that T' is in siq(q, m, V) and T' < T. 
3. Monomials in muitimonors 
Throughout his section we assume that q 1> 2 and we let R be a field. In 
Sections 3.1-3.4 we shall introduce some more terminology to be used in the rest 
of this paper. In particular, in Section 3.1 we shall introduce multimatrices and 
their multiminors, and in Section 3.4 we shall introduce the concept of a 
determinantish map. Then in Section 3.5 we shall prove several emmas about 
linear independence of monomials in multiminors, and finally in Section 3.6 we 
shall prove our main results. 
3.1 Multimatrices 
We put 
Z(q) = the set of all maps from [1, q] to Z 
and 
cub(q, m) = {r ~ Z(q): 1 ~< r(k) <<- m(k)  for all k e [1, q]} 
and for every p e N we put 
scub(q, p) = {r e Z(q): 1 ~< r(k) <<-p for all k e [1, q]} 
and we note that cub(q, m) may be called the q-dimensional positive integral cube 
bounded by m, whereas scub(q, p) may be called the q-dimensional positive 
integral cube of span p. Given any p e • and a e popre(q, m, p) and r 
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scub(q, p), we get the unique induced member 
r[a] • cub(q, m) 
by putting 
r[a](k) = a(k, r(k)) for all k • [i, q]. 
We put 
mul(R, q, m) = the set of all maps from cub(q, m) to R 
and for every p • N we put 
smul(R, q, p) = the set of all maps from scub(q, p) to R 
and we note that a member of mul(R, q, m) (resp. smul(R, q, p)) may be called a 
q-dimensional multimatrix of size m (resp. q-dimensional symmetric multimatrix 
of span p) with entries in R and we put 
smul(R, q) = the disjoint union of smul(R, q, p) as p ranges over N 
and we note that for any x in smul(R, q) there is a unique p in I%1 such that x is in 
smul(R, q, p) and we denote this p by spa(x). Given any X • mul(R, q, m) and 
p • N and a • popre(q, m, p), we get the unique member 
sui(X, a) • smul(R, q, p) 
by putting 
sul(X, a)(r) = X(r[a]) for all r • scub(q, p); 
sul(X, a) may be called the ath muitisubmatrix of X. Given any map 
M : smul(/~, q)-'~ R 
and any X in mul(R, q, m), we get the induced map 
M[XI :popab(q, m)---~ R 
by putting 
M[X](T) = I-I 
eell,dep(T)l 
and we get the induced map 
M[X, can] :can(q, m)---> R 
by putting 
M[X, can](T) = M[X](T) 
and we get the induced map 
M[X, stab] :stab( q, m)--* R 
by putting 
M[X, stab](T) = MIXI(r) 
M(sul(X, T[e])) for all T • popab(q, m) 
for all T • can(q, m) 
for all T • stab(q, m) 
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and for every V in N, we get the induced mar 
M[X, stib, V] :stib(q, m, V)--~ R 
by putting 
M[X, stib, V](T) = M[X](T) for all T ~ stib(q, m, V) 
and for every p ¢ I~ and a ~ vec(q, m, p), we get the induced map 
M[X, stzb, p, a] :stab(q, m, p, a)-+ R 
by putting 
M[X, stab, p, a](T) = M[X](T) for all T ~ stab(q, m, p, a) 
and for every p ~ I~ and a ~ vec(q, m, p), and V ~ t~ we get the induced map 
MIX, stab, p, a, V] :stab(q, m,p, a, V)--+R 
by putting 
M[X, stab, p, a, V ] (T )= M[X](T) for all T c stab(q, m, p, a, V). 
Note that if q = 2 and M = det then M(sul(X, a)) and M[X](T) may be called the 
minor of X corresponding to a and the monomial in minors of X corresponding to
T respectively; so by analogy, here in the general case, M(sul(X, a)) and 
M[X](T) may be thought of as the muitimhzor of X corresponding to M and a, 
and the monomial in multiminors of X corresponding to M and T, respectively. 
3.2 Polynomials 
Given e.ny subfield K of R and given any X in mul(R, q, m), we say that X is 
indeterminish over K if the m(1)m(2) . . ,  m(q) elements X(r), as r ranges over 
cub(q, m), are independent indeterminates over K, and then by K[X] we denote 
the ring of polynomials in these m(1)m(2) . . .m(q)  in@terminates with 
coefficients in K and we note that we have the direct sum representation 
KIX] = E KIXIv 
V+~, 
where 
K[X]v = the set of all homogeneous polynomials of degree V in 
the m(1)m(2) . • • re(q) indeterminates X (r), 
together with the zero polynomial 
and we note that for every j e [1, m(1)] we have the direct sum decomposition 
KIXl = Y, KiX,/lv 
Vel~l 
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K[X, j]v = the set of all homogeneous polynomials of degree V in the 
m(2)m(3) . . .m(q)  indeterminates X(r), where r ranges 
over all members of cub(q, m) for which r (1 )= j ,  with 
coefficients which are polynomials in the remaining [m(1) -  
1]m(2)m(3). - .  re(q) indeterminates, together with the zero 
polynomial 
and finally we put 
K(X) = the quotient field of K[X] in R. 
Similarly, given any subfield K of R and given any p in I~ and x in 
smul(R, q, p), we say that x is indeterminish over K if the pq elements x(r), as r 
ranges over scub(q, p), are independent indeterminates over K and by K[x] we 
denote the ring of polynomials in these pq indeterminates with coefficients in K, 
and we note that we have the direct sum representation 
where 
K[x] = ~ K[xIv 
v(~ 
K[x]v = the set of all homogeneous polynomials of degree V in the pq 
indeterminates x(r), together with the zero polynomial 
and we note that for every j e [1, m(1)] we have the direct sum decomposition 
where 
KH= E r[x, jlv 
v~[~ 
K[x, j]v = the set of all homogeneous polynomials of degree V in the 
pq-I indeterminates x(r), where r ranges over all members of 
scub(q,p) for which r (1 )=j ,  with coefficients which are 
polynomials in the remaining [p -  1]p q-1 indeterminates, 
together with the zero polynomial 
and finally we put 
K(x) = the quotient field of K[x] in R. 
3.3 Vector spaces 
Let K be a field. Given any set Y, by a map v : Y---> K with finite support we 
mean a map v : Y---~ K such that 
card({s ~ Y: v(s) ~ 0}) < ~. 
Given any map g : Y--> H where Y is a set and H is a K-vector-space, we say 
that g is K-independent to mean that g has the property which says that if 
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v : Y---~/( is any map with finite support such that 
v(s )g (s )  = o 
SEY 
then v(s) = 0 for all s e Y. Given any map g : Y---~ H, where Y is a set and H is a 
K-vector-space, and given any K-vector subspace H* of H, we say that g is a 
K-generator of H* to mean that g(s) e H* for all s e Y, and for every z e H* 
there exists a map z* : Y---~ K with finite support such that 
z = 
s~.Y 
Given any map g : Y---~ H, where Y is a set and H is a K-vector-space, and given 
any K-vector subspace H* of H, we say that g is a K-basis of H* to mean that g is 
K-independent and g is a K-generator of H*. Given any K-vector-space H, by 
[H: K] we denote the cardinality of any set Y for which there exists a map 
g : Y---~ H such that g is a K-basis of H;  (it is well known that the said cardinality 
is independent of Y). Given any map g:Y---~ H, where Y is a set and H is a 
K-vector-space, and given any K-vector subspace H* of H, and given any 
K-vector-subspace H '  of H*, we say that g is a K-basis of H* modulo H' to mean 
that the composition of g followed by the canonical map H--~ H/H' is a K-basis 
of the K-vector-space which is the image of H*/H' under the natural injective 
map of H*/H' into H/H'. 
Let us now recall the terminology concerning homogeneous rings. By a ring we 
mean a commutative ring with 1. By a homogeneous ring we mean a ring H 
together w~.th a family (Hv)v~ of additive subgroups of H such that the 
underlying roup of H is the direct sum of the said family, and such that for all V 
and V* in N and for all z e Hv and z* e Hv. we have zz* e He ,-v., and such that 
Ho is a field, and such that H = Ho[Hd, and finally such tha; 0 < [H~ :H o] < ~. 
Here Hv is called the Vth homogeneous component of H. Thus t or example, in 
the above situation, K[X] is a homogeneous ring. By a homogeneous ideal we 
mean an ideal H in H such that /4  is generated by 
U n 
Finally recall that, given any homogeneous ideal .Q in the polynomial ring H in 
a finite number of mdeterminates, over K, the map ~- - -~ which sends V to 
[Hv/(I?t n Hv): K] is called the Hilbert function of/-) in H, and by a theorem of 
Hilbert there exists a unique polynomial h(V) in an indeterminate V with rational 
coefficients uch that for all large enough nonnegative integers V we have 
h(V) = [Hv/(ffl n Hv): K]; note that h(V) is called the Hilbert polynomial of /4  
in H; this motivates the definition according to which we say that /4 is Hilbertian 
to mean that for all nonnegative integers V we have h(V) = [Hv/(l:l n Hv): K]. 
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L'(w) = l-I [M(sul(X, Tw[e])) + PM(suI(X', Tw[e]))] 
eeA(w) 
and secondly we note that, for every e e [1, dep(T,,)], sul(X, Tw[e]) is indetermin- 
ish over K and hence by (3.4.3) we have 
0 ¢ M(SuI(X, Tw[e])) E g[sul(g, Tw[e])]ptw,e ) 
and clearly we have 
K[sul(X, Tw[e])]p(w,e ) = g[X]p(w.e ) 
and hence 
0 ¢ M(suI(X, T~[e])) e g[X]p(w,e ) 
and thirdly we note that, for every e e A(w), sul(X', T~[e]) is indeterminish over 
K and hence by (3.4.3) we have 
0 ¢ M(sul(X', T~[el)) e K[sul(X', Tw[e])],<~.e) 
and clearly we have 
K[sul(X', Tw[e])]p<~,,) c g[x]p<w.e) 
and hence 
0 ¢ M(sul(X', Tw[e])) e r [x ]p(w,e  ) 
and fourthly upon letting 
d(w) = card(A(w)) 
and 
G(w)= I-I M(suI(X, T~[e])) 1~ M(sul(X', T~[e])) 
eEB(w) eeA(w) 
we thus conclude that 
0 ¢ a(w) e r IX lv  
and 
M[X*](Tw) = G(w)P a(w) + G*(w) 
where 
G*(w) e K[X]v[el with degp G*(w) < d(w). 
Given any w e [1, u], upon letting 
:~w = swi[q, m, i, j, k](T~) 
we obviously have dep(Tw) = dep(T~) and 
sul(X~[e]) = [sul(X, T~[e]) if e e B(w), 
/sul(X',  T~[e]) i feeA(w),  
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and hence we get 
a(w) = M[x] (L ) .  
Now obviously 
d = max{d(w): w e [1, u]} 
and 
T" = Tbo~) for all w e [1, u'] 
and therefore upon letting 
w¢[l,u]\{b(l),b(2) ..... b(u')} 
we see that 
CwM[X*I(T.,) 
e K[X][P] with degp (~ < d 
and 
x [ z + 
w¢[1,u] w~[1.u'] 
and hence, because we know that the LHS of this equation is zero, we must have 
~_, Cbtw)M[XI(T'.,)=O. [] 
~v~II,u'] 
Lemma 3.5.9. Assume that M satisfies conditions (3.4.1) to (3.4.4). Also assume 
that R contains an indeterminate over K(X) .  Let there be given any V e [~ and let 
there be given any T=(T1,  T2 . . . . .  T,,) in siq(q, m, V) such that 
{TI, T2 . . . . .  T,} ~= can(q, m), and let there be given any elements C1, (22, • • • , C~ 
in K such that 
C M[XI(T )=O. 
w~D.u| 
Then there exists u' in [1, u] and T ° = (T'1, T~, . . . ,  T',) in siq(q, m, V) and a 
sequence of integers 1 ~< b(1) < b(2) <. . .  < b(u') <<- u such that 
~, Cbov)M[XI(T'.,) = 0 
w~ll.u'] 
and such that for all w e [1, u'] we have T'~ < Tw. 
Proof. Follows from Lemmas 2.10.1 and 3.5.8. [] 
Lemma 3.5.10. Assume that M is determinantish. Also assume that R contains an 
indeterminate over K(X) .  Let there be given any V ~ ~ and let there be given any 
T = (7"1, T2 . . . . .  T,) in siq(q, m, V) such that u ~ 1, and let there be given any 
elements CI, C2 . . . . .  Cu in K such that 
C~M[X](Tw)=O. 
w~[1,u] 
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Then there exists u' in [1, u] and T' = (T~, T~, . . .  , T'w) in siq(q, m, V) and a 
sequence of integers 1 ~< b(1)  < b(2)  <.  • • < b(u ' )  <~ u such that 
Ca(w)M[XI(T')=O 
wE[1,u'] 
and such that T' < T. 
Proof .  If {T1, T2 . . . . .  T.} c can(q, m) then our assertion follows from Lemma 
3.5.4. If {T1, T2 . . . . .  Tu} ~can(q, m) then our assertion follows from Lemma 
3.5.9. [] 
Lemma 3.5.11. Assume that M is determinantish. Also assume that R contains an 
indeterminate over K(X) .  Let there be given any V ~ ~ and let there be given any 
T = (T1, T2, • • •, T,,) in siq((q, m, V), and let there be given any elements C~, 
Cz . . . . .  C, in K such that 
CwM[X]( O = O. 
w~lr,ul 
Then there exists T' = (T~, T~ . . . . .  T'u,) in siq(q, m, V) with u' = 1 and an integer 
1 ~< b(1) <~ u such that 
Cbo)M[X](T'I) = 0 and T' < T. 
Proof. In view of Lemmas 2.4.1, 2.4.2, and 3.5.10, our assertion follows by 
induction on hit(T, siq(q, m, V)). [] 
Lemma 3.5.12. Assume that M is determinantish. Also assume that R contains an 
indeterminate over K(X) .  Let there be given any V ~ ~ and let there be given any 
T = (Tt, T2, • • . ,  T,) in siq(q, m, V), and let there be given any elements Ci, 
Cz . . . . .  C~ in K such that 
~] CwM[X](rw)=O. 
we[I,ul 
Then for some w ~ [1, u] we have Cw = O. 
Proof. Follows from Lemmas 3.5.1 and 3.5.11. [] 
3. 6 Main results 
To prove our main results, let K, X, M be as in Section 3.5. 
Theorem 3.6.1. I f  M is determinantish and R contains an indeterminate over 
K(X) ,  then we have the following: 
(3.6.1.1) For every V ~ ~ we have that the map M[X, stib, V]:stib(q, m, V)--> 
R is K-independent and its image is contained in K[X]v. 
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(3.6.1.2) We have that the map M[X, stab]:stab(q, m)---~ R is K-independent 
and its image is contained in K[X]. 
Proof. The first assertion follows from Lemmas 3.5.1 and 3.5.12. The second 
assertion follows from the first. [] 
Theorem 3.6.2. I f  q = 2 and M(x) = det x for all x ~ smul(R, q), then we have 
the following: 
(3.6.2.1) For every V ~ ~ we have that the map M[X, stib, V]:stib(q, m, V)---~ 
R is K-irdependent and its image is contained in K[X]v. 
(3.6.2.2) We have that the map M[X, stab]:stab(q, m)---~ R is K-independent 
and its image is contained in K[X]. 
Proof. Note that det is determinantish, and apply Theorem 3.6.1 to an overfield 
of R containing an indeterminate over K(X). [] 
4. Applications 
Throughout this section let q>t2, and let R be a field, and let Xe  
mul(R, q, m) be indeterminish over a subfield K of R, and let there be given any 
map M: smul(R, q )~ R, and let there be given any p e 
[1, min(m(1),m(2) . . . . .  re(q))] and a~vec(q ,m,p)  and for any :o'e 
[1, min(m(1), m(2) . . . . .  re(q))] let 
E[q, p'] = the unique member of vec(q, m, p') such that 
E[q, p'](k, i) = i for all k e [1, q] and i e [1, p']. 
In Section 4.1 we shall introduce some notation about certain ideals which will 
be used in the rest of this section. Then in Section 4.2 we shall give a brief review 
of some of the relevant material from [3]. Finally in Sections 4.3 and 4.4 we shall 
give some applications of the main results of this paper proved in Section 3.6. 
4.1 Certain ideals 
Assuming that M is determinantish, and remembering Lemmu 3.5.1, firstly we 
put 
I[M, q, m, p + 1] = the ideal in K[X] generated by M(sul(X, b)) as b ranges 
over all elements of vec(q, m) such that len(b) =p + 1 
and 
I[M, q, m, p, a] = the ideal in K[X] generated by M(sul(X, b)) as b ranges 
over all elements of vec(q, m) such that a ~ b 
and we note that then 
I[M, q, m, p + 1] = I[M, q, m, p, E[q, p]] 
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and second!y we put 
J[M, q, m, p, a] = the K-vector-subspace of K[X] generated by 
M(X)(T) as T ranges over stab(q, m, p, a) 
and thirdly for every V e ~ we put 
I[M, q, m, p, a, V] = K[X]v f') I[M, q, m, p, a] 
and 
J[M, q, m, p, a, V] = the K-vector-subspace of K[X]v generated by 
M[X](T) as T ranges over stab(q, m, p, a, V). 
4. 2 Review from enumerative combinatorics 
To review some relevant material from [3], we recall that, for any A and V in 
Z, the ordinary binomial coefficient is obtained by putting 
I~(V-1) ' " (V -A+I )  (V)= ~! if A >I O, 
Xd' l ]  
i fA <0,  
and the twisted binomial coefficient is obtained by putting 
i fA <0,  
and we put 
N(p) = the set of all maps d:[1, p]---> N 
and for every D e N we put 
I~(p, D) = {d e rq(p): d(1) + d(2) + . . .  + d(p) = D} 
and assuming that q = 2, firstly for every d e t~(p) we let H(31)(m, p, a, d) be the 
determinant of the p by p matrix whose (i, j)th entry is 
re(l) - a(1, j) J \ d(i) J 
and secondly for every D e M we let 
~'~ H(31)(m, p, a, d) 
d~(p,D) 
F~l)(m, p, a) = 
and thirdly we let 
2 p 
C(m, p, a) = (p - 1) 4- ~ ~ [m(k) - a(k, i)l 
k=l  i=1 
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and fourthly for every V e ~ we let 
and 
F(31)(m,p, a, V) = C(m.v.a)Z., (--1)DF~l)(m, p, a)[ ] C(m, p, a) - D 
D=O V 
Flall(m,p, a, V) = o=o ~ (--1)°F~l)(m' p' a) C(m, ) -  D " 
The four parts of the following theorem are respectively proved in Theorems 
9.7, 9.7*.6, 9.11 and 9.17 of [3]. 
Theorem 4.2.1. ! fq  = 2 then we have the following: 
(4.2.1.1) For every V ~ ~ we have 
card(stab(2, m, p, a, V)) = F(31)(m, p, a, V) = Fl311(m, p, a, V). 
(4.2.1.2) For every V ~ ~ we have 
min(m(1), m(2)), E[2, min(m(1), m(2))], V)= [m(1)m(2) - l ] .  F(31)(ra, 
(4.2.1.3) For every V ~ [~ we have 
card(stib(2, m, V)) = [K[X]v : K]. 
(4.2.1.4) We have Fto31)(m, p, a) ~ [~*. 
Observe that, in case q = 2, (4.2.1.3) is deduced from (4.2.1.1) and (4.2.1.2) by 
noting that for all V e [~ (say by (4.21") of [3]) we clearly have 
[K[X]v : K] = [ m(1)mv(2 ) - 1]. 
Also observe that, in view of (4.2.1.1) and (4.2.1.4), FI311(m, p, a, V), and hence 
also F°l)(m, p, a, V), may also be regarded as a polynomial of degree C(m, p, a) 
in V with rational coefficients. 
The reason for calling the above function F (31) is that it. is one of several 
formulae which are introduced in [3, Sections 2.7 and 2.10!sfid which are labeled 
as  / 
FOk), F O-k) F(4*k), FtSk), F(6), F(7"), FtT~ F(s). ) ' ' ' ,  / ) 
/ 
Out of these F ta) comes first; in Theorem 9.6 of[5] it is proved that F (s) counts 
stab(q, m, p, a, V) for all q. Then F ts) is successively transformed into the other 
formulae. In particular, in Theorem 9.6 "t is proved that F (:) also counts 
stab(2, m, p, a, V) for all q, whereas F(7")~ F (6), and F (sk), with k ranging over 
[1, q], count stab(q, m, p, a, V) for all even q. Then, for the case q =2, in 
Theorems 9.7* and 9.7 of [3] it is proved that F Ok), F (rk) . . . . .  F (4°k), with k = 1 
or 2, count stab(q, m, p, a, V) for q = 2. Moreover, for the case q = 2, in Theorem 
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9.8 of [3] it is proved that F (H) and ~ -~nce F ~'~), F (~*k) . . . . .  F (4.k), also counts a 
certain set mon(q, m,p, a, V) of monomials in the m(1)m(2) indeterminates 
X(r), with r ranging over cub(2, m), satisfying certain restraints. 
Furthermore, using a 'universal determinantal identity' which is established in 
[3, Sections 10.5 and 15.8], the following theorem is proved in [3, Sections 10.6 
and 18.5]. 
Theorem 4.2.2. I f  q = 2 and M(x) = det x for all x ~ smul(R, q), then we have the 
following: 
(4.2.2.1) For every Vend we have that M[X, stib, V] is a K-generator of 
K[XIv. 
(4.2.2.2) We have that M[X, stab] is a K-generator of K[X]. 
It may be observed that although (4.2.2.2) is not explicitly stated in (18.5), it is 
an immediate consequence of (4.2.2.1). As a direct consequence of (4.2.1.3) and 
(4.2.2.1), the following theorem is proved in Theorem 20.3 of [3]. 
Standard Basis Theorem 4,2.3. If q = 2 and M(x) = detx for all x ~ smul(R, q), 
then we have the following: 
(4.2.3.1) For every V ~ ~ we have that M[X, stib, V] is a K-basis of K]X]v. 
(4.2.3.2) We have that M[X, stab] is a K-basis of K[X]. 
As an extra dwidend of the above Enumerative Theorem 4.2.1, the following 
Ideal Theoretic Theorem is proved in Theorems 20.14 and 20.15 of [3]. 
Theorem 4.2.4. I f  q = 2 and M(x) = det x for all x ~ smul(R, q), then we have the 
following: 
(4.2.4.1) For every V ~ we have that M[X, stab,p, a, V] is a K-basis of 
K[XIv modulo I[M, q, m, p, a, V]. 
(4.2.4.2) We have M[X, stab,p, a] is a K-basis of K[X] modulo 
I[M, q, m, p, a]. 
(4.2.4.3) For every V ~ ~ we have that M[X, stab,p, ~, V] is a K-basi'; of 
J[M, q, m, p, a, V]. 
(4.2.4.4) We have that M[X, stab, p, a] is a K-basis of J[M, q, m,p,  a] and we 
have the direct sum representation 
JIM, q, m, p, a] = ~ J[M, q, m, p, a, V]. 
(4.2.4.5) For every V~d we have that the map J [M,q ,m,p ,a ,  V]--> 
K[X]v/I[M, q, m, p, a, V], induced by the residue class epimorphism K[X]v--> 
K[X]v/I[M, q, m, p, a, V], is an isomorphism of K-vector-spaces. 
(4.2.4.6) We have that the map J[M, q, m, p, a]---> K[X]/I[M, q, m, p, a], in- 
duced by the residue class epimorphism K[X]-->K[X]/I[M, q, m, p, a], is an 
isomorphism of K-vector-spaces. 
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(4.2.4.7) I[M, q, m, p, a] is a homogeneous prime ideal in K[X] and the 
quotient field of the residue class ring K[X]/I[M, q, m, p, a] is a pure transcenden- 
tal extension of K of transcendence degree 1 + C(m, p, a) over K, (and hence in 
particular, the variety defined by I[M, q, m, p, a] is a rational variety). 
(4.2.4.8) For every V ~ ~ we have 
[K[X]v/I[M, q, m, p, a, V]: ,4] = F~al)(m, p, a, V) 
and hence I[M, q, m, p, a] is Hilbertian and its Hilbert function, as well es its 
Hilbert polynomial in K[X] is Ftal)(m, p, a, V). 
(4.2.4.9) I[M, q, m, p + 1] is a homogeneous prime ideal in K[X]. 
We may observe that although (4.2.4.3) to (4.2.4.6)are not explicitly stated in 
the quoted theorems, they immediately follow from (4.2.4.1) and (4.2.4.2). We 
may also observe that (4.2.4.9) is deduced by taking E[q, p] for a in (4.2.4.7). 
Now (4.2.4.9) was originally proved by Pascal [15] in 1888 as a part of the Second 
Fundamental Theorem of Invariant Theory. For severa! other proofs of P~scal's 
Theorem see [1, 3, 5, 8, 13]. 
4.3 Bitableaux 
As the first application of our main results, we note that, for the case when 
q=2 and M(x)=detx  for all xesmul(R,q) ,  we get two new proofs of the 
Standard Basis Theorem by observing that a proof of (4.2.3.1) follows from any 
two of the three asertions (3.6.2.1), (4.2.1.3) and (4.2.2.1). 
4.4 Multitableaux 
As the second application of our main results, by Lemma 3.5.1 and Theorem 
3.6.1 we get the following. 
Theorem 4.4.1. If M is determinantish and R contains an indeterminate over 
K(X), then parts (4.2.4.:3) and (4.2.4.4) of Theorem (4.2.4) continue to hold for 
any q. 
Question 4.4.2. So, with M and R as in Theorem 4.4.1, what can we say about 
the remaining parts of Theorem 4.2.4 for higher q? 
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